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REVISION HISTORY 
 
VERSION 1 

 

No significant changes have been made to this document because this is the first document. 

 
VERSION 2 

 

I changed the title at the top of the page, the table of contents, and added the following sections: 

Target Audience, License/Brand Analysis, Competitor’s Analysis, Level Narrative, and Concept 

Art. I also changed the formatting for headings. 
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GENRE 
 

The genre for this game will be role-playing game (RPG). 
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THEME 
 

The game’s theme will focus on quest. 

 

TARGET AUDIENCE 
 

The game is aimed for ages 5-adult because children under 5 years would have a tough time 

understanding all the text and because their strategy knowledge is probably underdeveloped. 

 

LICENSE/BRAND ANALYSIS 
 

The developer is Rovert Eor. The publisher is Nintendo. 

 

COMPETITOR’S ANALYSIS 
 

The competition includes all role-playing games, in particular the Pokémon franchise. This game 

is more closely related to Pokémon than any other game. Also, other game companies, such as 

Sony, would be considered as competitors. 

 

HISTORICAL CONTEXT 
 

The game will take place next year in Janto (a fictional place)—centering on fictional events that 

could occur if another type of being (Chokemen) existed. 

 

SETTING 
 

The game’s setting will be in a region called Janto. 

 

PREMISE 
 

You are a young, ambitious boy or girl—and you have just crossed into Chokemen territory. 

Your friend saves you from going further and takes you to the professor’s laboratory to receive a 

Chokemen for protection. The professor tells you and your friend to raise your Chokemen by 

battling other Chokemen and to catch other Chokemen to add information to the Chokedex 

(detailed information about Chokemen). 

 

BACKSTORY 
 

Chokemen have existed since the evolution of humans and have worked together for thousands 

of years. Approximately a hundred years ago, a sport was invented that consists of training, 

battling, and catching Chokemen. Your character has just turned the minimum age to participate 

in this sport and wants to play immediately, so s/he runs out into Chokemen territory without a 

Chokemen of his/her own. 
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SYNOPSIS 
 

You are now a Chokemen trainer after just receiving your first Chokemen from the professor. 

Your future will consist of battling your friend multiple times, battling many random Chokemen 

trainers, and battling eight Chokemen gymnasium leaders. During your adventure, you will talk 

to other people to hear advice or history and read signs. Also, you will catch other Chokemen 

and train them by battling other Chokemen. Items will be picked up off the ground and given to 

you from other people to help aid your quest. Finally, you then will defeat the Exceptional Four 

to complete your quest of becoming one of the best Chokemen trainers ever.  

 

LEVELS 
 

Since this game is about the progression of the trainer’s attempt to become one of the best 

Chokemen trainers ever, perhaps a more linear progression would help keep the player focused 

directly toward the goal. As players reach new towns and routes, they will be able to gather 

resources either by collecting items, Chokemen, or medals. 

Allowing for player choice is essential—so the player should be able to choose whether to play 

as a boy or girl. If the player chooses to play as a boy, gameplay will be almost similar to the 

girl’s gameplay. However, the appearance of the trainer’s head, shirt, pants, shoes, and hat will 

vary depending on the gender chosen. 

 

VICTORY AND LOSS CONDITIONS 
 

The boy and girl’s victory conditions are exactly the same 

Victory = Your Chokemen defeating all of the other Chokemen trainer/leader’s Chokemen. 

Loss = Your Chokemen that you are currently carrying are all fainted during a battle with an 

opposing Chokemen. 

 

CHALLENGES 
 

1. Train Chokemen. 

2. Defeat Chokemen trainers. 

3. Catch wild Chokemen. 

4. Complete certain tasks. 

 

STRATEGIES 
 

1. Read all text and interact with all people and signs. 

2. Defeat wild Chokemen to gain experience points to level up. 

3. Use positive-effective attacks to defeat opposing Chokemen trainers quicker. 

4. Whittle down a wild Chokemen’s health to make catching it easier. 
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CHOKEMEN (RPG) ACTIONS DIVIDED BY GAME SYSTEM 
 

Movement 

 Four directional movement 

Character 

 Make custom name 

 Choose male or female 

 Change appearance for hat, face, shirt, pants, and shoes 

Actions 

 Battling 

 Capturing 

 Trading 

Inventory Management 

 Using or giving items on Chokemen 

 Buying and selling items 

 Picking up items 
Game Options 

 Change sound to stereo or mono 

 Change text speed to slow, medium, or fast 

 Change battle style to set or shift 

 Change battle animation to on or off 

File Management 

 Saving the game 

 Loading a saved game 

 Exiting the game 

Miscellaneous 

 Browse the Chokedex (detailed Chokemen information) 

 Browse information on the Chokemen that you are currently carrying 

 Browse information on the character you created (See Character above) 
 

CHOKEMEN BASICS 
 

 Chokemen will be based off the popular Japanese role-playing games, Pokémon. 

 One difference will be the game will be American created, so names and other text will 
not have to be translated to weird character names. 

 Another difference will be the game will be for the PC, not the Nintendo. 

 The basic game concepts of training, battling, capturing, and trading Chokemen will be 
included similar to Pokémon. 

 The game will take place in a fictional region called Janto. 

 The player can choose one of four different Chokemen at the beginning. 

 A neat interface addition to Chokemen that Pokémon does not have is the ability to use 

voice recognition.  

 Instead of using the mouse to make all the selections, the user can wear this specially 
made headset so that way the user will not have to hold a microphone while playing.  
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 The player can sit back and relax the whole time, so lazy, fat people will love this feature.  

 To move the character the user simply says stop, forwards, backwards, left, or right and 

the character changes direction instantly.  

 To choose menu selections, such as in the main menu, the user only has to say options, 
for example, to go to the options screen, rather than clicking on it with the mouse. 

 Basically, any text that appears on screen that can be clicked on with the mouse can be 
said and the computer will recognize it and choose that option for you. 

  

IN-GAME 
 

 The game will be a top-down game in third-person. 

 The character will move around by walking or running with the arrow keys and the 
character in this game can be created by changing more than just the name or gender-the 

appearance can be uniquely different. 

 In the bottom right of the screen will be a menu button when rolled over will expand with 
a menu similar to the Pokémon menu. The difference is the game will not be paused 

unless a specific option is clicked (an option that pulls up an entirely different screen with 

new interface, such as Chokedex). 

 No mini-map is available-a map is available by looking at the city map inside the items 

menu. 

 The character enters a building by walking into the door or talks to another character or 
object by walking into it. 

 

MAIN MENU 
 

 The game will have a new game option which lets the user entirely design the character. 
Then much dialogue will occur and the player will be able to choose their first 

Chokemen.  

 A continue option will let the user resume a previously saved game. A disadvantage of 

Pokémon is that you could only have one save file; Chokemen will allow up to ten save 

files to continue from. 

 An options option will let the user change various aspects of the game such as text speed, 
sound, and visuals. 

 

IN-GAME MENU 
 

 The menu discussed earlier will have seven options. 

 Chokedex will give an overview of all the Chokemen in the game that have been seen 
and/or caught and will show information about them. 

 Chokemen will give detailed information about the five Chokemen that the user is 
carrying. 

 Items will list all of the items that can be used throughout the game, such as Choke balls. 

 The next option will be the character’s name, which shows how many medals have been 

won from gym leaders and other information. 

 Save will give the user the opportunity to save the game in one of ten file slots. 
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 Options will be the same as the main menu option. 

 Quit will collapse the menu. 

 

BATTLE INTERFACE 
 

 Your Chokemen and the opponent’s Chokemen will be on opposite sides of the screen 
the way that Pokémon does it. So the opponent’s Chokemen will be closest to the user. 

 The name of the Chokemen, gender, level, and health will all be inside a circle for each 
of the two Chokemen. However, Chokemen will show the health amount by number for 

both Chokemen, unlike Pokémon. 

 Experience will also be inside the circle for the user’s Chokemen. 

 A background will show depending on if the battle is in the grass, water, cave, etc. 

 Text will show in the lower right corner asking what will “user’s name” do. 

 The user can choose from battle, Chokemen, items, or ditch inside a circle in the lower 

left corner. All the other stuff mentioned above will be above this. 

 

LEVEL NARRATIVE 
 
LEVEL ENVIRONMENT 

 

 The level environment will contain everything that is included in the level diagram (See 

Concept Art). The level will be one town that is blocked off with a boundary wall on the north, 

east, and west sides. The south side will contain trees in the southeast and southwest corners. The 

middle south will contain water with a boat in it. There will be five buildings, grass, and roads 

that will make up the area within the boundaries. Also, there will be people standing on the 

roads, one Choke Ball in the southwest corner, and there will be six signs. Five of the signs will 

be directly in front of the corresponding building that it says on the sign. The other sign will be 

in the center of the level and will show the name of the town (Mallet Town). The common 

objects that are just for decoration in the buildings include the following: mailboxes, door mats, 

house plants, televisions, chairs, tables, rugs, counters, windows, stairs, walls, crates, computers, 

desks, Wiis, picture frames, beds, refrigerator/freezers, kitchen sink/oven tops, teapots, and a 

boat.  

 
LEVEL PUZZLES 

 

 The only puzzle in the level will be figuring out which building to go to in order and who 

to talk to in order. The objects that can be interacted with are the signs, Choke Ball, and people 

(including the people on the roads). 

 
LEVEL SCRIPTED EVENTS 

 The level begins with the character on the second floor of your house. First, the character 

must talk to his mother on the first floor. Second, the character needs to go to the friend’s house 

and talk to the friend’s mother on the first floor. Third, the character must talk to his friend on 

the second floor. Fourth, the character must go to the professor’s house and talk to the professor. 
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Fifth, the character must get the Choke Ball. Sixth, the character must go to the random house 

and talk to the random person. Seventh, the character must talk to each person inside the 

gymnasium in order going from the first floor to the second floor and to the third floor. After the 

character talks to the gym leader, the player successfully beats the level. All of the tasks will be 

available when the character is at that task. For example, the character cannot leave his house 

until he talks to his mother. Afterwards, he will be able to leave the house and cannot go back in. 

He must then go inside his friend’s house and all the other buildings cannot be entered at this 

time. Finally, every person that the character talks to will say one sentence or one paragraph. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 


